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The techniques presented in this board illustrate a
method of generating stochastic, geologically realistic
fracture networks that can form the precursor to
simulations of flow through fractured rock. The key
benefit of using the method presented here is that a
model’s deformation history can be used as a key
constraint to fracture growth.

Fractures can be generated: a) using active geological
controls; b) at any stage in the evolution of the
reservoir and c) in response to inversion or changes in
stress as well as tectonic strain.

Multiple layer−bounded sets can be generated at the
same time (9). Seeds are points of stress concentration
that can trigger failure and generate a fracture (10). If
the seed probability is set to be constant then
everywhere on the surface has an equal probability of
receiving a randomly dropped seed.

Attribute maps, such as those generated from
geometric analysis, can be used to control the seeding
of fractures. The number of seeds dropped in on each
iteration can be controlled and a multiplier applied. A
low multiplier makes the rate of increase in fracturing
decrease with progressive deformation.

The propagation potential determines how far and in
what direction the fracture will propagate (11). The step
length dictates how far each fracture will propagate in a
given iteration. The multiplier controls how that step
length varies through time. If the multiplier is below 1
the fracture will propagate by shorter and shorter steps,
as it grows longer. Orientation map can be used to
control the propagation azimuth of the fracture, i.e. the
strike of the actual fracture.

Spatial impedance is how effective the rock is going to
be at stopping a fracture from growing (12). In addition,
if a fracture is shut it will be invisible to other fractures
and will exert zero fracture impedance. If the fracture is
fully open the approaching fracture will hit a free
surface and stop. The open fracture therefore has total
impedance. The spatial impedance again can be
defined with a constant value across the model or with
a map.

The forbidden zone (FZ) simulates the area of stress
relief around an active fracture (13). Aspect ratio gives
the length/width relationship and defines the general
shape. The maximum width stops the FZ spreading an
unrealistic distance from the fracture. This will be a
function of rock properties and how far stress and
stress relief can be transmitted through a rock.

The projection distance defines the end zones, which
are a function of fracture length and the tip angle. The
projection length gives the distance ahead of the
fracture tip that the stress relief (FZ) extends and the tip
angle give the angle of the FZ boundary and the
projection line. It defines how rapidly the tip wedge
reaches the full FZ width. This will control how far
fractures can overlap before the FZs interact and stop a
fractur from growing.

Generated fracture networks can be attached as objects
and exported to other software to be used as input for
fracture/matrix simulation (14).
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